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This seminar reviewed the first report of the private sector
advisory committee established by the FCC in preparation for WARC
'85, the 1985 World Administrative Radio Conference on the use of
the geostationary satellite orbit. WARC '85 will be held in
August of 1985 to consider alternative arrangements for
regulating the use of the geostationary orbit/frequency resource.
In 1988, another WARC will examine procedures for implementing
the policies adopted at WARC '85.

U.S. policy has consistently been opposed to a priori
allocation, citing its stifling effect on technological
innovation and the need for flexibility.

Stephen Doyle, chairman of the committee, introduced the
session and the individual speakers.

William Schnicke of Comsat presented the findings of the
technical working group he had chaired. The group had sought to
ascertain whether there was adequate capacity to satisfy demand
for the following categories of service:

1. U.S. domestic services

2. international services

3. non-U.S. domestic services

A computer model was developed to estimate the demand and
technological developments required for demand to be satisfied.
(See appendices 1-4) The group concluded that technology will
supply the capacity to satisfy demand. Mr. Schnicke added the
caveat that not all possible technological developments were
considered. Only what were judged to be key technologies --
antennas, sidelobes, and digital techniques for more efficient
bandwidth use -- were examined. Mr. Schnicke emphasized the
importance of the willingness of users to implement technological
developments.

A second working group examined the structure of the
international and national legal environments that would impinge
upon the deliberations of WARC '85. The opertions of
institutions such as Intelsat, Inmarsat, Arabsat, and
Intersputnik were also reviewed. The group concluded that, based
upon existing legal agreements, there were no significant
constraints on the ITU's choice of policy alternatives on the
issues in question.

The group forecast a dynamic growth period. Global demand
for satellite services is expanding along with a growing supply
of alternatives for users. The WARC '79 mandate to guarantee
equitable access for all nations to the geostationary orbit is
interpreted differently by different nations. The words "equity"
and "equitable access" are found in the Law of the Sea Treaty and



the Moon Treaty, but the terms are not defined in the treaties,
or elsewhere. There is still no definition of "equitable use" of
a global resource.

Jim Potts, formerly of Comsat and presently a D.C.
consultant, discussed the work of his working group, which was
charged with determining which, if any, of the 17 space services
defined in resolutions of the ITU or in footnotes, are in need of
alternative arrangements for allocating frequencies and orbital
slots.

Qualitative criteria were developed to judge whether
procedures for particular bands needed to be reexamined. By
these methods, the conclusion was reached that, except for the
6/4 GHz band in the Fixed Satellite Service, existing procedures
were adequate. The group recommended that planning be applied
only to services below 10 GHz. Given the rapid pace of
technological development, regulation above 10 GHz was considered
premature. The group identified eight alternative procedures for
allocating frequencies/slots.

The group studied whether any of the alternatives was
feasible and preferable to existing procedures. It concluded
that the problems that have arisen in particular instances could
not be blamed on the process. It also advocated maximizing

geographic separation to minimize interference problems. 20
world-sectors which could be treated separately were identified.

By dividing the world in this way, it was hoped that practical
alternatives, rather than rhetorical demands, would be the focus
of discussion.

Delbert Smith stated that the key debate centered on the
confrontation between competition and equitable access. Were
developing countries really demanding access without investment?
Ownership, management and control were at stake. Are the radio

frequency spectrum and the geostationary orbit natural resources
which everyone has a right to use? Or is it an international
trade issue? Mr. Smith noted that methods for dispute resolution
utilized by the ITU in the past may not suffice for present
needs. He also raised the question of whether there is a legal
right to an orbital slot. Is it a property right? Can it be
sold, leased, or given?

Professor David Staelin, of lilT's Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science, commented on Chapter 3 of the

report, which deals with supply and demand issues. The present

system of notification and coordination of space services is
almost a carte blanche for developed nations. If demand is

greater than supply, we must then move to alternate arrangements,
as the developing countries have urged.

Professor Staelin pointed out that transponder demand in the

forecast period for the U.S. is 2000-3000, while all non-U.S.



traffic will demand less than 1,000 transponders. (See Appendix

4.) This means that "there is simply no shortage." If this can

be demonstrated, then there is no need to act, and the most

important U.S. goal is to make these projections credible in the

international environment.

Professor Staelin noted that the U.S., if it used allocated

frequencies inefficiently, could saturate its available space by

1990. With all-digital satellites, saturation will not occur

until after the year 2000. He maintained that if there were one

national vendor, all U.S. demand could be accomodated with one

slot. He also made a simple projection, based on the assumption
that people in the U.S. will not spend more than 10% of their

time on the telephone calling long distance and concluded thereby

that the U.S. would not need more than 2000 transponders.

Thousands of kilometers of fiber optic cables are now being

installed worldwide, and their enormous capacity will slow demand

growth for satellite services.

Telecommunications satellites investment will be

proportionately less for highly developed countries than for less

developed countries, who have few high-volume routes for

telecommunications traffic.

An alternative procedure -- Plan "Z" was proposed by Dr.

Staelin, though he did not necessarily advocate it. U.S. policy

is based on assumptions that present arrangements for allocation

are adequate, but Third World countries want guaranteed access.

Professor Staelin proposed a compromise: Assign an initial slot

to each nation, but set technical requirements so that the slots

were used efficiently (only U.S., Canada, U.S.S.R. would use all

of their initiial slots). Nations can reuse slots primarily

allocated to another country provided no interference results.

One advantage of this approach is that it would not cost the U.S.

very much. Only Canada's and Mexico's slots could not be used by

the U.S.. If this form of "one nation - one slot" were the

rallying cry of consensus, the U.S. and its allies might not be

injured, Professor Staelin suggested. (See Appendix 5.)

The next speaker was Kenneth Phillips, Vice-President of

Citicorp and chairman of a committee of corporate
telecommunications users. He noted five major policy issues

raised by the report:
First, the meaning of "guaranteed access": Is it an implicit

guarantee or a formal commitment by the ITU?
Second, the amenability of existing services and bands to

changes in procedures and assignments.
Third, the effect of demands for "equal access" on networks

already in place.
Fourth, the role of new technologies for more efficient use

of the spectrum and geostationery orbit -- and for terrestrial

alternatives.



Fifth, new methods for administrative coordination of orbit
and spectrum use.

He noted that there were some broader issues not raised by
the report, notably, the financing of communications systems in
less developed countries. These systems are primarily financed
through American and Dutch banks and a West German agency (that
channels bank financing); the participation of these institutions
requires that the communications systems be commensurate with use
-- i.e., cost-effective. In most cases, this means heavy
reliance on terrestrial and shared user systems.

1ir. Phillips closed by praising the thoroughness of the
report, especially the typology it develops for evaluating
different planning procedures.

Chapter Four of the Advisory Committee report to the FCC
accesses U.S. institutional and political interests. Drawing on
the description of the international climate in the chapter,
Delbert Smith formulated three alternatives for dispute
resolution.

1. Expand the role of the International Radio
Consultive Committee (CCIR), now a technical body,
to decide access disputes.

2. Decentralize planning principles to the regional
level.

3. Encourage Intelsat to handle domestic services.

In the discussion which followed, a participant noted that

the current deregulatory climate in the U.S. favoring competition
to provide services may indicate to the Third World the tenor our
international approach will take. Brian Kahin questioned how
Third World countries would perceive American calls for
flexibility if U.S. domestic policy moves further toward resting
spectrum licenses with proprietary rights. Delbert Smith warned
that the U.S. domestic policies will color Third World
perceptions of U.S. proposals in the international area. Michael
Tyler also emphasized the relation between domestic and
international policies -- in particular, the difficulty of the

U.S. telling other countries there is no problem, when the U.S.
is moving satellites very close together in order to add

capacity.



Dr. John Clark (RCA Corporation) was asked to present a
summary of the day's work and offer an outlook on the '85
conference.

1. He recomended the U.S. do a great deal of listening to
the demands and perspctives of other countries when
forming our own approach to the planning conference.
In addition, we need to have worked through several
well-planned scenarios to arrive at a solid strategy
for the conference.

2. Great care must be taken in selecting a broadly based
delegation of competent representatives from both public
and private sectors.

3. WARC tactical planning can't be done in the public
spotlight", Dr. Clark cautioned. He advocated
formulation of responses to hypothetical moves by
other administrations, privately within the U.S.
delegation.

4. WARCs will succeed for all parties concerned when the
focus is on the key issues. No progress is mad ewhen attention
is wasted on "nits".

Attached are appendices illustrating U.S. Orbit Arc Transponder
Supply and Demand (Appendix 1); Intelsat Traffic Forecasts for
the Atlantic Ocean Region and Worldwide (Appendix 2); Projected
Intelsat International Television Relay Demand (Appendix 3);
Fixed Satellite Service Demand Summary (Appendix 4); and
Alternative ITU Arrangement -- Plan "Z" (Appendix 5).



Appendix 1

U.S. Orbital Arc - Transponder Supply/Demand
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Appendix 2

INTELSAT TRAFFIC FORECAST FOR AOR
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Figure 3-8. Projected Intelsat Worldwide Transponder
and Data Services 1985 to 2000

Demand for Voice

TABLE 3-1

EQUIVALENT 36 MHz TRANSPONDERS

1985 1990 1995

Voice Traffic
Data Traffic
Voice + Data

89 169
8 12

97 181

Table 3-1 shows nearly a seven-fold increase over the 15 year period
in total voice and data traffic on the Intelsat system. Voice grows
annual rate of 13.5%; data grows at 7.4%.

1985 to 2000
at a compound

Leased fulltime international television is a new service, inaugurated by Intelsat
in 1983. In the absence of historical data on international leased TV, Task Group
A-i used Intelsat projections to the year 1986 and extended them to the year 2000
(see Figure 3-9). A growth rate of 20% per year was assumed until 1990, continuing
at 10% per year thereafter until 2000.

3-8

(A··-' -

Data
(Mbps)

380
730
1340
2300

Voice
only

2000

2000

312
17

329

596
24
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Appendix 3

3C International Services Affecting U.S. Interests (cont.)

100 -

Equivalent
36 MHz
Transponders

1985 1990 1995

Figure 3-9. Projected Transponder Demand Fulltime International
Television Relay on Intelsat 1985-2000

Expressed in tabular form, the projections are set forth in Table 3-2.

Occasional satellite demand for television relay presents special problems of defi-
nition for quantification. Intelsat measures demand for occasional use TV by
looking at the halfchannel hours likely to be generated for transmission only. The
halfchannels for transmission are the satellite system capacity driver and they are
therefore the unit employed to plan satellite capacity. The Committee could find
no convenient way to represent these units of transmission capacity for a periodic
use as equivalent transponders. Therefore, the projection in Table 3-3 is in
hal fchannel hours.

TABLE 3-2

PROJECTED TRANSPONDER DEMAND FULLTIME INTERNATIONAL
TELEVISION RELAY ON INTELSAT 1985-2000

1985

Atlantic Region
Indian Region
Pacific Region
Intelsat Total

4.5
1.0
5.5
11

1990

9.5
3.0

11.5
24

1995

15
5
18
38

2000

24
8

30
62

TABLE 3-3

INTELSAT OCCASIONAL USE TELEVISION DEMAND
(Half-Channel Hours, Transmission Only)

Atlantic Region
Indian Region
Pacific Region
TOTAL

'Assuming an 8% compound growth rate, except for the two figures
these were projected assuming 32% compound annual growth rate.

**Year-end actual figures.

with an asterisk;

3-9

2000

1982**

6,692
2,095
2,954

11,7 41

1985

9,104
6,630*
8,968*

24,702

1990

13,377
9,301

13,177
35,855

1995

19,655
13,666
19,361
52,682

2000

28,879
20,080
28,448
77,407



Appendix 4

FSS DEMAND SUMMARY
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Appendix 5

ALTERNATIVE ITU ARRAN GEMENT. - PLAN "Z"
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